
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Year 12 Assessment & Homework Overview 

 

  



This booklet sets out the assessment and homework schedule for each of the subjects taught in Year 12.   

It gives an overview of each half-term and the type of assessment and homework that could be set.  The schedule is regularly reviewed and is subject to 

change.  In each subject area, students are formally assessed a minimum of three times over the school year after which they will undertake a formal 

review and feedback process in each subject area.  As well as the formal assessments, students will be provided with regular feedback in lessons, known as 

live marking, as well as undertaking peer and self-assessment tasks. 

  



Autumn Half-Term 1 

Subject Assessment Homework 

Applied Science Year 12 suitability test (3rd Oct) For BTEC Applied Science (L3) students will be expected to be working on their 
coursework outside of lessons to ensure that it is of a high enough quality for 
submission.  This takes the place of traditional homework, as the coursework is 
ongoing throughout the year. 

Art Baseline Tonal drawing Practical work 
Research of artists 
Analysis of work 
Presentation of sketchbook pages 
Completing coursework 
Seeing artwork first hand. 

Biology Year 12 suitability test (3rd October) Students will be set one piece of specified homework per week, along with the 
expectation that students are reading over their class notes and reading around 
the subject consistently.  Where the classes are split between two teachers, it will 
be agreed between staff who is setting homework each week.  Homework will be 
based around knowledge recall and examination style questions.  Students will be 
given a booklet of tasks to complete for each topic, and this will be assessed 
through a mixture of self and peer assessment in lesson, as well as teacher 
assessment. 
 

Chemistry Year 12 suitability test (3rd October) Students will be set one piece of specified homework per week, along with the 
expectation that students are reading over their class notes and reading around 
the subject consistently.  Where the classes are split between two teachers, it will 
be agreed between staff who is setting homework each week.  Homework will be 
based around knowledge recall and examination style questions.  Students will be 
given a booklet of tasks to complete for each topic and this will be assessed 
through a mixture of self and peer assessment in lesson, as well as teacher 
assessment. 
 



Computer 
Science 

Year 12 – End of Topic Assessment - System 
software/The Processor/Software 
Development/Computational Thinking/ 
Programming techniques 

Students are set one piece of homework a week.  Students are also expected to 
complete practical programming tasks and to keep a record log of tasks 
completed, this is checked by teachers on a fortnightly basis. 

Creative Digital 
Media 
Production 

Year 12 Suitability Tests - 3rd October 
 

Students are set one piece of homework a week.  Students are also expected to 
complete research, reading and practical tasks and to keep a record log of tasks 
completed, this is checked by teachers on a fortnightly basis. 

Criminology Unit 1 Changing Awareness to Crime Students are set one piece of homework a week with the greater expectation on 
reading and absorbing learning as part of our literacy approach.  Thereby, 
students can expect to be challenged on their reading notes from given abstracts 
and studies in detail.  

Dance W/C 30th September Group 
W/C 1st October ct Solos 

Paragraphing  
Sutra/ Rooster 

Design   

Drama Suitability Test 
(Baseline Monologue and Written Task). 

Reading, Research, Additional Rehearsal, Character Development, Evaluation,  
Competition of Coursework, Practise Examination Questions 

English 
Literature 

Suitability Tests - 3rd October Students are set one piece of homework a week via Google Classroom.   Students 
are also expected to read their texts and literacy criticism on a weekly basis. This 
is assessed in lessons. 

Further Maths Suitability Tests- w/c 03/10/2022 Students will be expected to do one hour of independent learning for every hour 
in the classroom.  This work will consist of practice questions, revision, extra 
reading and examination questions on topics covered in class.  This will be 
covered through Active Learn and Examination questions supplied to students. 
 

Geography Baseline suitability assessment Independent learning tasks 
Examination questions 

Health and 
Social Care 

Unit 1 baseline assessment (2 1/2 weeks into 
course) 

Students are set one piece of homework a week.  This is usually an interim 
deadline contributing to external assessment such as research, report write-up, 
or presentation making and practice.  In the term prior to external assessment 
there will also be weekly revision and examination practice.   Students are also 
expected to read from the recommend reading lists every week and to complete 
the reading record log. 
 



History Paper 1 – Britain transformed assessment Students are set one piece of homework a week, an essay at the end of each 
topic area. Students are also expected to read from the recommended reading 
lists every week and record details of their research 

ICT Year 12 Suitability Tests - 3rd October 
 

Students are set one piece of homework a week.  Students are also expected to 
complete research, reading and practical tasks and to keep a record log of tasks 
completed, this is checked by teachers on a fortnightly basis. 

Maths Suitability Tests- w/c 03/10/2022 Students will be expected to do one hour of independent learning for every hour 
in the classroom.  This work will consist of practice questions, revision, extra 
reading and examination questions on topics covered in class.  This will be 
covered through Active Learn and Examination questions supplied to students 

Media Studies Year 12 suitability tests 3rd – 7th October. 

 

Students are set one piece of homework a week.  Homework is usually a written 
response to a question but could involve reading with a summary response or an 
examination essay answer.  When students are completing their NEA project, 
homework will be to work on this project and submit evidence of completion on 
Google Classroom.  NEA homework will be set, submitted and marked on Google 
Classroom with a note on Edulink.  Written homework is submitted on paper and 
marked using the Media Studies marking sheet. 

Music  Homework will be set weekly and will consist of ongoing internal assessment and 
practical rehearsal. 

Performing Arts Baseline Monologue 
All: Begin Unit 2 

Reading, Research, Additional Rehearsal, Character Development, Evaluation,  
Competition of Coursework, Practise Examination Questions.  

Philosophy and 
Ethics 

Year 12 Paper 1 – Ancient Influences assessment 
 

Students are set one piece of homework a week. Students are also expected to 
read from the recommended reading lists every week and to complete the 
reading record log.  This is checked by teachers on a fortnightly basis. 

Photography Practical task Practical work, research of artists, analysis of work, presentation of sketchbook 
pages, completing coursework.  Seeing artwork first hand. 

Physical 
Education 

Baseline test x 1 combined paper 
Topic 1 - Applied Anatomy and Physiology  
Mid Unit test.  
Topic 4 – Sport Psychology  
Mid Unit test.  
 

One piece of homework will be set every week.  This may vary from research 
tasks, extended reading, presentations (group/individual), coursework 
submissions, practice examination questions and extended writing tasks. 



Physics Year 12 suitability test (3rd October) Students will be set one piece of specified homework per week, along with the 
expectation that students are reading over their class notes and reading around 
the subject consistently.  Where the classes are split between two teachers, it will 
be agreed between staff who is setting homework each week.   Homework will be 
based around knowledge recall and examination style questions. Students will be 
given a booklet of tasks to complete for each topic, and this will be assessed 
through a mixture of self and peer assessment in lesson, as well as teacher 
assessment. 
 

Politics Baseline Assessment To be set by each teacher at least once a week (CMN one week and JGN the 
other) 
 
These homeworks will include: 

- Academic reading of politics review articles 
- Books from the A level Politics recommended reading list 
- Research activities – Good Friday agreement and its impact on the British 

state, historical conventions of Parliament 
- Presentation activities - E.G. Devolution and its impact on the UK 

constitution 

 
Psychology Paper 1 Introductory Topics Psychology Students are set one piece of homework a week with the greater expectation on 

reading and absorbing learning as part of our literacy approach.  Thereby, 
students can expect to be challenged on their reading notes from given abstracts 
and studies in detail.  
 

Sociology Baseline assessment (2 ½ weeks into course) Students are set one piece of homework a week.. Students are also expected to 
research and read news articles relating to their current sociology topic every 
week and to complete the reading record log. 

 



Autumn Half-Term2 

Subject Assessment Homework 

Applied Science  For BTEC Applied Science (L3) students will be expected to be working on their 
coursework outside of lessons to ensure that it is of a high enough quality for 
submission. This takes the place of traditional homework, as the coursework is 
ongoing throughout the year. 

Art Introduction to advance skills and artist analysis 
 

Drafting essay component, practical work, practical work, research of artists, 
analysis of work, presentation of sketchbook pages, completing coursework, 
seeing artwork first hand. 

Biology  Students will be set one piece of specified homework per week, along with the 
expectation that students are reading over their class notes and reading around 
the subject consistently.  Where the classes are split between two teachers, it will 
be agreed between staff who is setting homework each week.  Homework will be 
based around knowledge recall and examination style questions.  Students will be 
given a booklet of tasks to complete for each topic, and this will be assessed 
through a mixture of self and peer assessment in lesson, as well as teacher 
assessment. 
 

Chemistry  Students will be set one piece of specified homework per week, along with the 
expectation that students are reading over their class notes and reading around 
the subject consistently.  Where the classes are split between two teachers, it will 
be agreed between staff who is setting homework each week.   Homework will be 
based around knowledge recall and examination style questions. Students will be 
given a booklet of tasks to complete for each topic, and this will be assessed 
through a mixture of self and peer assessment in lesson, as well as teacher 
assessment. 
 

Computer 
Science 

Year 12 – end of topic assessment - Application 
Generation/Types of Programming 
Language/Programming Techniques/Data Types 
/Computational Methods 
 

Students are set one piece of homework a week.  Students are also expected to 
complete practical programming tasks and to keep a record log of tasks 
completed, this is checked by teachers on a fortnightly basis. 



Creative Digital 
Media 
Production 

Unit 4 Formal Internal Coursework Assessment 
- LA B & C 

Students are set one piece of homework a week.  Students are also expected to 
complete research, reading and practical tasks and to keep a record log of tasks 
completed, this is checked by teachers on a fortnightly basis. 

Criminology  Students are set one piece of homework a week with the greater expectation on 
reading and absorbing learning as part of our literacy approach.  Thereby, students 
can expect to be challenged on their reading notes from given abstracts and 
studies in detail.  

Dance W/C 21st November 
Short answer rooster and long Rambert 
 
Choreography 
W/C 12 December 

Long answer question  
Rambert/ ICDSIB 

Design   

Drama Introduction to Practitioners Reading, research, additional rehearsal, character development, evaluation,  
competition of coursework, practise examination questions. 

English 
Literature 

 Students are set one piece of homework a week via Google Classroom   Students 
are also expected to read their texts and literacy criticism on a weekly basis.  This is 
assessed in lessons. 

Further Maths  Students will be expected to do one hour of independent learning for every hour in 
the classroom. This work will consist of practice questions, revision, extra reading 
and examination questions on topics covered in class.  This will be covered through 
Active Learn and Examination questions supplied to students 

 
Geography Tectonics mid topic 

Globalisation mid topic 
 

Independent learning tasks 
Examination questions 

Health and 
Social Care 

Mocks – w/c 21st November: Full Unit 1 Students are set one piece of homework a week.   This is usually an interim 
deadline contributing to external assessment such as research, report write-up, or 
presentation making and practice. In the term prior to external assessment there 
will also be weekly revision and examination practice. Students are also expected 
to read from the recommended reading lists every week and to complete the 
reading record log. 
 



History  Students are set one piece of homework a week, an essay at the end of each topic 
area.  Students are also expected to read from the recommended reading lists 
every week and  record details of their research 

ICT Unit 1 Mock Assessment 
 
Unit 11 Mock Assessment 

Students are set one piece of homework a week. Students are also expected to 
complete research, reading and practical tasks and to keep a record log of tasks 
completed, this is checked by teachers on a fortnightly basis. 
 

Maths  Students will be expected to do one hour of independent learning for every hour in 
the classroom.  This work will consist of practice questions, revision, extra reading 
and examination questions on topics covered in class.  This will be covered through 
Active Learn and Examination questions supplied to students 
 

Media Studies  Students are set one piece of homework a week.  Homework is usually a written 
response to a question but could involve reading with a summary response or an 
examination essay answer.  When students are completing their NEA project 
homework will be to work on this project and submit evidence of completion on 
Google Classroom.  NEA homework will be set, submitted and marked on Google 
Classroom with a note on Edulink.  Written homework is submitted on paper and 
marked using the Media Studies marking sheet. 

Music Unit 349: 
Planning for a Career in Music 

Homework will be set weekly.  This will consist of ongoing internal assessment and 
practical rehearsal. 

Performing Arts Complete Unit 2 
 

Reading, research, additional rehearsal, character development, evaluation,  
competition of coursework, practise examination questions. 

Philosophy and 
Ethics 

 Students are set one piece of homework a week.  Students are also expected to 
read from the recommended reading lists every week and to complete the reading 
record log, this is checked by teachers on a fortnightly basis. 

Photography Introduction to advance skills and artist analysis 
 

Drafting essay component, practical work, practical work, research of artists, 
analysis of work, presentation of sketchbook pages, completing coursework, 
seeing artwork first hand. 

Physical 
Education 

Topic 4 – Sport Psychology  
End of Unit test 

One piece of homework will be set every week.  This may vary from research tasks, 
extended reading, presentations (group/individual), coursework submissions, 
practice examination questions and extended writing tasks. 



Physics  Students will be set one piece of specified homework per week, along with the 
expectation that students are reading over their class notes and reading around 
the subject consistently.  Where  the classes are split between two teachers, it will 
be agreed between staff who is setting homework each week.  Homework will be 
based around knowledge recall and examination style questions.  Students will be 
given a booklet of tasks to complete for each topic, and this will be assessed 
through a mixture of self and peer assessment in lesson, as well as teacher 
assessment. 

 
Politics  To be set by each teacher at least once a week (CMN one week and JGN the other) 

 
These homeworks will include: 

- Academic reading of politics review articles 
- Books from the A level Politics recommended reading list 
- Research activities – Good Friday agreement and its impact on the British 

state, historical conventions of Parliament 
- Presentation activities - E.G. Devolution and its impact on the UK 

constitution 

 
Psychology  Students are set one piece of homework a week with the greater expectation on 

reading and absorbing learning as part of our literacy approach.  Thereby, students 
can expect to be challenged on their reading notes from given abstracts and 
studies in detail.  

 
Sociology End of Topic in-class assessment (December) Students are set one piece of homework a week.. Students are also expected to 

research and read news articles relating to their current sociology topic every 
week and to complete the reading record log. 

 
 

  



Spring Half-Term 1 

Subject Assessment Homework 

Applied Science Year 12 Cumulative Assessment 
1 

For BTEC Applied Science (L3) students will be expected to be working on their coursework outside 
of lessons to ensure that it is of a high enough quality for submission.  This takes the place of 
traditional homework, as the coursework is ongoing throughout the year. 

Art Mock component 1B personal 
investigation. 
 

Drafting essay component, practical work, practical work, research of artists, analysis of work, 
presentation of sketchbook pages, completing coursework, seeing artwork first hand. 

Biology Year 12 Cumulative Assessment 
1 

Students will be set one piece of specified homework per week, along with the expectation that 
students are reading over their class notes and reading around the subject consistently.  Where 
the classes are split between two teachers, it will be agreed between staff who is setting 
homework each week.  Homework will be based around knowledge recall and examination style 
questions.  Students will be given a booklet of tasks to complete for each topic, and this will be 
assessed through a mixture of self and peer assessment in lesson, as well as teacher assessment. 
 

Chemistry Year 12 Cumulative Assessment 
1 

Students will be set one piece of specified homework per week, along with the expectation that 
students are reading over their class notes and reading around the subject consistently.  Where 
the classes are split between two teachers, it will be agreed between staff who is setting 
homework each week.   Homework will be based around knowledge recall and examination style 
questions. Students will be given a booklet of tasks to complete for each topic, and this will be 
assessed through a mixture of self and peer assessment in lesson, as well as teacher assessment. 
 

Computer 
Science 

Year 12 – end of topic 
assessment – Data structures / 
Boolean Logic/Algebra/ 
Algorithms 

Students are set one piece of homework a week.  Students are also expected to complete practical 
programming tasks and to keep a record log of tasks completed, this is checked by teachers on a 
fortnightly basis. 

Creative Digital 
Media 
Production 

Unit 4 Formal Internal 
Coursework Assessment - LA B 
& C 

Students are set one piece of homework a week.  Students are also expected to complete 
research, reading and practical tasks and to keep a record log of tasks completed, this is checked 
by teachers on a fortnightly basis. 
 



Criminology Unit 2a Criminological Theories Students are set one piece of homework a week with the greater expectation on reading and 
absorbing learning as part of our literacy approach.  Thereby, students can expect to be challenged 
on their reading notes from given abstracts and studies in detail.  
 

Dance W/C 1st February Choreography 
 
W/C  1st March  March Group 
 
W/C  13th March October Solos 
 

Essay Planning  
 
Essay Writing  
 
Purple pen 

Design   

Drama Component 3: Section B: Equus Reading, research, additional rehearsal, character development, evaluation, competition of 
coursework, practise examination questions.  

English Literature  Students are set one piece of homework a week via Google Classroom.   Students are also 
expected to read their texts and literacy criticism on a weekly basis.   This is assessed in lessons. 

Further Maths  Students will be expected to do one hour of independent learning for every hour in the classroom. 
This work will consist of practice questions, revision, extra reading and examination questions on 
topics covered in class. This will be covered through Active Learn and Examination questions 
supplied to students. 
 

Geography Tectonics end of topic 
assessment 
Globalisation end of topic 
assessment 

Independent learning tasks, examination questions.  

Health and Social 
Care 

Unit 1 Human Lifespan 
development external 
examination (Jan) 

Students are set one piece of homework a week. This is usually an interim deadline contributing to 
external assessment such as research, report write-up, or presentation making and practice.   In 
the term prior to external assessment there will also be weekly revision and examination practice. 
Students are also expected to read from the recommend reading lists every week and to complete 
the reading record log. 
 

History Paper 1 & 2 assessments Students are set one piece of homework a week, an essay at the end of each topic area. Students 
are also expected to read from the recommended reading lists every week and record details of 
their research.  



ICT Unit 1 Formal External 
Assessment 
 
Unit 11 Formal External 
Assessment 
 

Students are set one piece of homework a week. Students are also expected to complete research, 
reading and practical tasks and to keep a record log of tasks completed, this is checked by teachers 
on a fortnightly basis. 
 

Maths  Students will be expected to do one hour of independent learning for every hour in the classroom. 
This work will consist of practice questions, revision, extra reading and examination questions on 
topics covered in class.  This will be covered through Active Learn and Examination questions 
supplied to students. 
 

Media Studies Year 12  
Music Video 

Students are set one piece of homework a week.   Homework is usually a written response to a 
question but could involve reading with a summary response or an examination essay answer.  
When students are completing their NEA project homework will be to work on this project and 
submit evidence of completion on Google Classroom.  NEA homework will be set, submitted and 
marked on Google Classroom with a note on Edulink.  Written homework is submitted on paper 
and marked using the Media Studies marking sheet. 

Music Unit 365: Auditioning for Music Homework will be set weekly. This will consist of ongoing internal assessment and practical 
rehearsal. 

Performing Arts 1. Begin Unit 19 
2. Begin Unit 3 
 

Reading, research, additional rehearsal, character development, evaluation, competition of 
coursework, practise examination questions. 

Philosophy and 
Ethics 

Year 12 Paper 1 Philosophy and 
Religion assessment 

Students are set one piece of homework a week.  Students are also expected to read from the 
recommend reading lists every week and to complete the reading record log, this is checked by 
teachers on a fortnightly basis. 

Photography Mock component 1B personal 
investigation. 
 

Drafting essay component, practical work, practical work, research of artists, analysis of work, 
presentation of sketchbook pages, completing coursework, seeing artwork first hand. 

Physical 
Education 

Applied Anatomy and 
Physiology  
End of Unit test 
 

One piece of homework will be set every week.  This may vary from research tasks, extended 
reading, presentations (group/individual), coursework submissions, practice examination 
questions and extended writing tasks. 



Physics Year 12 Cumulative Assessment 
1 

Students will be set one piece of specified homework per week, along with the expectation that 
students are reading over their class notes and reading around the subject consistently.  Where 
the classes are split between two teachers, it will be agreed between staff who is setting 
homework each week.   Homework will be based around knowledge recall and examination style 
questions. Students will be given a booklet of tasks to complete for each topic, and this will be 
assessed through a mixture of self and peer assessment in lesson, as well as teacher assessment. 
 

Politics End of unit test covering key 
content studied 

To be set by each teacher at least once a week (CMN one week and JGN the other) 
 
These homeworks will include: 

- Academic reading of politics review articles 
- Books from the A level Politics recommended reading list 
- Research activities – Good Friday agreement and its impact on the British state, historical 

conventions of Parliament 
- Presentation activities - E.G. Devolution and its impact on the UK constitution 

 

Psychology Paper 2a Psychology in Context Students are set one piece of homework a week with the greater expectation on reading and 
absorbing learning as part of our literacy approach.  Thereby, students can expect to be challenged 
on their reading notes from given abstracts and studies in detail.  
 

Sociology  Students are set one piece of homework a week.  Students are also expected to research and read 
news articles relating to their current sociology topic every week and to complete the reading 
record log. 
 

 

 



Spring Half-Term2 

Subject Assessment Homework 

Applied Science Year 12 Cumulative Assessment 2 For BTEC Applied Science (L3) students will be expected to be working on their course 
work outside of lessons to ensure that it is of a high enough quality for submission.  This 
takes the place of traditional homework, as the coursework is ongoing throughout the 
year. 

Art AO1-3 Development of project towards 
outcome 
 

Practical work, research of artists, analysis of work, presentation of sketchbook pages, 
completing coursework, seeing art work first hand. 
 

Biology Year 12 Cumulative Assessment 2 Students will be set one piece of specified homework per week, along with the 
expectation that students are reading over their class notes and reading around the 
subject consistently. Where the classes are split between two teachers, it will be agreed 
between staff who is setting homework each week.  Homework will be based around 
knowledge recall and examination style questions.  Students will be given a booklet of 
tasks to complete for each topic, and this will be assessed through a mixture of self and 
peer assessment in lesson, as well as teacher assessment. 
 

Chemistry Year 12 Cumulative Assessment 2 Students will be set one piece of specified homework per week, along with the 
expectation that students are reading over their class notes and reading around the 
subject consistently.  Where the classes are split between two teachers, it will be agreed 
between staff who is setting homework each week.  Homework will be based around 
knowledge recall and examination style questions.  Students will be given a booklet of 
tasks to complete for each topic, and this will be assessed through a mixture of self and 
peer assessment in lesson, as well as teacher assessment. 
 

Computer 
Science 

Year 12 – Application 
Generation/Compression, Encryption, 
Hashing/Databases/Networks 

Students are set one piece of homework a week.  Students are also expected to 
complete practical programming tasks and to keep a record log of tasks completed, this 
is checked by teachers on a fortnightly basis. 

Creative Digital 
Media 
Production 

Unit 8 Mock Assessment Students are set one piece of homework a week.  Students are also expected to 
complete research, reading and practical tasks and to keep a record log of tasks 
completed, this is checked by teachers on a fortnightly basis. 
 



Criminology  Students are set one piece of homework a week with the greater expectation on reading 
and absorbing learning as part of our literacy approach.  Thereby, students can expect to 
be challenged on their reading notes from given abstracts and studies in detail.  
 

Dance Assessment 2 
A Level Mocks W/C 6th March 
 

Essay Planning  
 
Essay Writing 
 
Purple pen 

Design   

Drama Component 3: Section B: Equus Reading, research, additional rehearsal, character development, evaluation, competition 
of coursework, practise examination questions. 

English 
Literature 

 Students are set one piece of homework a week via Google Classroom.  Students are also 
expected to read their texts and literacy criticism on a weekly basis. This is assessed in 
lessons. 

Further Maths  Students will be expected to do one hour of independent learning for every hour in the 
classroom.   This work will consist of practice questions, revision, extra reading and 
examination questions on topics covered in class. This will be covered through Active 
Learn and Examination questions supplied to students. 
 

Geography  Independent learning tasks, examination questions.  

Health and 
Social Care 

 Students are set one piece of homework a week.   This is usually an interim deadline 
contributing to external assessment such as research, report write-up, or presentation 
making and practice e.  In the term prior to external assessment there will also be weekly 
revision and examination practice. Students are also expected to read from the 
recommended lists every week and to complete the reading record log. 

History  Students are set one piece of homework a week, an essay at the end of each topic area. 
Students are also expected to read from the recommended reading lists every week and 
record details of their research. 

ICT Unit 4 & 9 Formal Internal Coursework 
Assessment LA A 

Students are set one piece of homework a week.  Students are also expected to 
complete research, reading and practical tasks and to keep a record log of tasks 
completed, this is checked by teachers on a fortnightly basis. 
 



Maths  Students will be expected to do one hour of independent learning for every hour in the 
classroom.  This work will consist of practice questions, revision, extra reading and 
examination questions on topics covered in class.  This will be covered through Active 
Learn and Examination questions supplied to students. 
 

Media Studies  Students are set one piece of homework a week.  Homework is usually a written 
response to a question but could involve reading with a summary response or an 
examination essay answer.   When students are completing their NEA project homework 
will be to work on this project and submit evidence of completion on Google Classroom.  
NEA homework will be set, submitted and marked on Google Classroom with a note on 
Edulink.  Written homework is submitted on paper and marked using the Media Studies 
marking sheet. 

Music  Homework will be set weekly. This will consist of ongoing internal assessment and 
practical rehearsal. 

Performing Arts Unit 3 Reading, research, additional rehearsal, character development, evaluation, completion 
of coursework, practise examination questions. 

Philosophy and 
Ethics 

 Students are set one piece of homework a week. Students are also expected to read 
from the recommended reading lists every week and to complete the reading record log, 
this is checked by teachers on a fortnightly basis. 

Photography AO1-3 Development of project towards 
outcome 
 

Practical work, research of artists, analysis of work, presentation of sketchbook pages 
completing coursework, seeing art work first hand. 
 

Physical 
Education 

Topic 3 – Skill Acquisition  
Mid unit test. 
 
Topic 2 – Exercise Physiology  
Mid unit test 

One piece of homework will be set every week. This may vary from research tasks, 
extended reading, presentations (group/individual), coursework submissions, practice 
examination questions and extended writing tasks. 

Physics Year 12 Cumulative Assessment 2 Students will be set one piece of specified homework per week, along with the 
expectation that students are reading over their class notes and reading around the 
subject consistently.   Where the classes are split between two teachers, it will be agreed 
between staff who is setting homework each week. Homework will be based around 
knowledge recall and examination style questions. Students will be given a booklet of 



tasks to complete for each topic, and this will be assessed through a mixture of self and 
peer assessment in lesson, as well as teacher assessment. 
 

Politics  To be set by each teacher at least once a week (CMN one week and JGN the other) 
 
These homeworks will include: 

- Academic reading of politics review articles 
- Books from the A level Politics recommended reading list 
- Research activities – Good Friday agreement and its impact on the British state, 

historical conventions of Parliament 
- Presentation activities - E.G. Devolution and its impact on the UK constitution 

 

Psychology  Students are set one piece of homework a week with the greater expectation on reading 
and absorbing learning as part of our literacy approach.   Thereby, students can expect to 
be challenged on their reading notes from given abstracts and studies in detail.  
 

Sociology  Students are set one piece of homework a week . Students are also expected to research 
and read news articles relating to their current sociology topic every week and to 
complete the reading record log. 
 

 

  



Summer Half-Term 1 

Subject Assessment Homework 

Applied Science  For BTEC Applied Science (L3) students will be expected to be working on their course work outside of 
lessons to ensure that it is of a high enough quality for submission.  This takes the place of traditional 
homework, as the coursework is ongoing throughout the year. 

Art Full first project marked 
again Assessment 
objectives. 

Practical work, research of artists, analysis of work, presentation of sketchbook pages, completing 
coursework, seeing art work first hand. 

Biology  Students will be set one piece of specified homework per week, along with the expectation that 
students are reading over their class notes and reading around the subject consistently. Where the 
classes are split between two teachers, it will be agreed between staff who is setting homework each 
week.  Homework will be based around knowledge recall and examination style questions.  Students 
will be given a booklet of tasks to complete for each topic, and this will be assessed through a mixture 
of self and peer assessment in lesson, as well as teacher assessment. 
 

Chemistry  Students will be set one piece of specified homework per week, along with the expectation that 
students are reading over their class notes and reading around the subject consistently.  Where the 
classes are split between two teachers, it will be agreed between staff who is setting homework each 
week.   Homework will be based around knowledge recall and examination style questions. Students 
will be given a booklet of tasks to complete for each topic, and this will be assessed through a mixture 
of self and peer assessment in lesson, as well as teacher assessment. 
 

Computer Science Year 12 - end of topic 
assessment – Web 
technologies 

Students are set one piece of homework a week.  Students are also expected to complete practical 
programming tasks and to keep a record log of tasks completed, this is checked by teachers on a 
fortnightly basis. 

Creative Digital 
Media Production 

Unit 8 Formal External 
Assessment 

Students are set one piece of homework a week.  Students are also expected to complete research, 
reading and practical tasks and to keep a record log of tasks completed, this is checked by teachers on a 
fortnightly basis. 

Criminology Unit 2b  
Criminological Theories 

Students are set one piece of homework a week with the greater expectation on reading and absorbing 
learning as part of our literacy approach. Thereby, students can expect to be challenged on their 
reading notes from given abstracts and studies in detail.  
 



Dance Assessment 3 W/C 1st 
May 

Essay Planning  
 
Essay Writing 
 
Purple pen 

Design   

Drama Component 2 Monologue Reading, research, additional rehearsal, character development, evaluation, completion of coursework, 
practise examination questions. 

English Literature  Students are set one piece of homework a week via Google Classroom.  Students are also expected to 
read their texts and literacy criticism on a weekly basis.  This is assessed in lessons. 

Further Maths  Students will be expected to do one hour of independent learning for every hour in the classroom.   This 
work will consist of practice questions, revision, extra reading and examination questions on topics 
covered in class. This will be covered through Active Learn and Examination questions supplied to 
students. 
 

Geography  Independent learning tasks, examination questions. 

Health and Social 
Care 

 Students are set one piece of homework a week.   This is usually an interim deadline contributing to 
external assessment such as research, report write-up, or presentation making and practice. In the term 
prior to external assessment there will also be weekly revision and examination practice.   Students are 
also expected to read from the recommend reading lists every week and to complete the reading 
record log. 

History  Students are set one piece of homework a week, an essay at the end of each topic area. Students are 
also expected to read from the recommended reading lists every week and record details of their 
research. 

ICT Unit 4 & 9 Formal 
Internal Coursework 
Assessment LA B & C 

Students are set one piece of homework a week.  Students are also expected to complete research, 
reading and practical tasks and to keep a record log of tasks completed, this is checked by teachers on a 
fortnightly basis. 
 

Maths  Students will be expected to do one hour of independent learning for every hour in the classroom.  This 
work will consist of practice questions, revision, extra reading and examination questions on topics 
covered in class.   This will be covered through Active Learn and Examination questions supplied to 
students. 



Media Studies  Students are set one piece of homework a week. Homework is usually a written response to a question 
but could involve reading with a summary response or an examination essay answer.  When students 
are completing their NEA project homework will be to work on this project and submit evidence of 
completion on Google Classroom.  NEA homework will be set, submitted and marked on Google 
Classroom with a note on Edulink.  Written homework is submitted on paper and marked using the 
Media Studies marking sheet. 

Music  Homework will be set weekly.  This will consist of ongoing internal assessment and practical rehearsal. 

Performing Arts 1. Complete Unit 3 
2. Revisit Unit 19 

Reading, research, additional rehearsal, character development, evaluation, completion of coursework, 
practice examination questions. 

Philosophy and 
Ethics 

Year 12 Paper 2 Religion 
and Ethics assessment 

Students are set one piece of homework a week.  Students are also expected to read from the 
recommended reading lists every week and to complete the reading record log, this is checked by 
teachers on a fortnightly basis. 

Photography Full first project marked 
again Assessment 
objectives. 

Practical work, research of artists, analysis of work, presentation of sketchbook pages, completing 
coursework, seeing artwork first hand. 

Physical 
Education 

Topic 3 – Skill Acquisition  
End of unit test. 
Topic 2 – Exercise 
Physiology  
End of unit test.   

One piece of homework will be set every week.  This may vary from research tasks, extended reading, 
presentations (group/individual), coursework submissions, practice examination questions and 
extended writing tasks. 

Physics  Students will be set one piece of specified homework per week, along with the expectation that 
students are reading over their class notes and reading around the subject consistently.  Where the 
classes are split between two teachers, it will be agreed between staff who is setting homework each 
week.  Homework will be based around knowledge recall and examination style questions.  Students 
will be given a booklet of tasks to complete for each topic, and this will be assessed through a mixture 
of self and peer assessment in lesson, as well as teacher assessment. 

Politics Mock examination using 
past papers 
 

To be set by each teacher at least once a week (CMN one week and JGN the other) 
These homeworks will include: 

- Academic reading of politics review articles 
- Books from the A level Politics recommended reading list 
- Research activities – Good Friday agreement and its impact on the British state, historical 

conventions of Parliament 
- Presentation activities - E.G. Devolution and its impact on the UK constitution 



Psychology Paper 2b  
Psychology in Context + 
BioPsychology 

Students are set one piece of homework a week with the greater expectation on reading and absorbing 
learning as part of our literacy approach.  Thereby, students can expect to be challenged on their 
reading notes from given abstracts and studies in detail.  
 

Sociology End of Topic assessment Students are set one piece of homework a week.  Students are also expected to research and read news 
articles relating to their current sociology topic every week and to complete the reading record log. 
 

 

  



Summer Half-Term 2 

Subject Assessment Homework 

Applied Science Year 12 End of Year 
Assessment 

For BTEC Applied Science (L3) students will be expected to be working on their course work outside of 
lessons to ensure that it is of a high enough quality for submission.  This takes the place of traditional 
homework, as the coursework is ongoing throughout the year. 

Art Begin Coursework unit 
and personal 
investigation 

Practical work, research of artists, analysis of work, presentation of sketchbook pages, completing 
coursework, seeing artwork first hand. 
 

Biology Year 12 End of Year 
Assessment 

Students will be set one piece of specified homework per week, along with the expectation that 
students are reading over their class notes and reading around the subject consistently.  Where the 
classes are split between two teachers, it will be agreed between staff who is setting homework each 
week.  Homework will be based around knowledge recall and examination style questions.  Students will 
be given a booklet of tasks to complete for each topic, and this will be assessed through a mixture of self 
and peer assessment in lesson, as well as teacher assessment. 
 

Chemistry Year 12 End of Year 
Assessment 

Students will be set one piece of specified homework per week, along with the expectation that 
students are reading over their class notes and reading around the subject consistently.   Where the 
classes are split between two teachers, it will be agreed between staff who is setting homework each 
week.  Homework will be based around knowledge recall and examination style questions.   Students 
will be given a booklet of tasks to complete for each topic, and this will be assessed through a mixture of 
self and peer assessment in lesson, as well as teacher assessment. 
 

Computer Science Year 12 end of year 
assessment 

Students are set one piece of homework a week. Students are also expected to complete practical 
programming tasks and to keep a record log of tasks completed, this is checked by teachers on a 
fortnightly basis. 

Creative Digital 
Media Production 

Year 12 Assessments- 
26th – 30th June 
 

Students are set one piece of homework a week. Students are also expected to complete research, 
reading and practical tasks and to keep a record log of tasks completed, this is checked by teachers on a 
fortnightly basis. 

Criminology Unit 3 mock Intro paper Students are set one piece of homework a week with the greater expectation on reading and absorbing 
learning as part of our literacy approach.  Thereby, students can expect to be challenged on their reading 
notes from given abstracts and studies in detail.  
 



Dance Solo Solo research project 
 

Design   

Drama 1. Component 3 Mock 
Examination (Section A 
and B only) 

Reading, research, additional rehearsal, character development, evaluation, completion of coursework, 
practise examination questions.  

English Literature  Students are set one piece of homework a week via Google Classroom. Students are also expected to 
read their texts and literacy criticism on a weekly basis.  This is assessed in lessons. 

Further Maths Y12 Assessment Week  
w/c 26/06/2023 
 

Students will be expected to do one hour of independent learning for every hour in the classroom.  This 
work will consist of practice questions, revision, extra reading and examination questions on topics 
covered in class.  This will be covered through Active Learn and Examination questions supplied to 
students 
 

Geography Assessment week Independent learning tasks, examination questions. 

Health and Social 
Care 

Unit 5 coursework due 
26th May 

Students are set one piece of homework a week.  This is usually an interim deadline contributing to 
external assessment such as research, report write-up, or presentation making and practice.  In the term 
prior to external assessment there will also be weekly revision and examination practice.  Students are 
also expected to read from the recommend reading lists every week and to complete the reading record 
log. 
 

History Paper 1 and 2 mock 
papers 

Students are set one piece of homework a week, an essay at the end of each topic area.  Students are 
also expected to read from the recommended reading lists every week and  record details of their 
research 

ICT Unit 4 & 9 Formal 
Internal Coursework 
Assessment LA B & C 

Students are set one piece of homework a week.  Students are also expected to complete research, 
reading and practical tasks and to keep a record log of tasks completed, this is checked by teachers on a 
fortnightly basis. 
 

Maths Year 12 Assessment 
Week  
w/c 26/06/2023 
 

Students will be expected to do one hour of independent learning for every hour in the classroom.  This 
work will consist of practice questions, revision, extra reading and examination questions on topics 
covered in class.  This will be covered through Active Learn and Examination questions supplied to 
students. 



Media Studies Year 12 Assessment 
Week 26th June to 30th 
June 

 

Students are set one piece of homework a week.  Homework is usually a written response to a question 
but could involve reading with a summary response or an examination essay answer.  When students 
are completing their NEA project homework will be to work on this project and submit evidence of 
completion on Google Classroom.  NEA homework will be set, submitted and marked on Google 
Classroom with a note on Edulink.  Written homework is submitted on paper and marked using the 
Media Studies marking sheet. 

Music Unit 358: Music 
Rehearsal Skills 

Homework will be set weekly.  This will consist of ongoing internal assessment and practical rehearsal. 

Performing Arts Complete Unit 19 Reading, research, additional rehearsal, character development, evaluation, completion of coursework, 
practise examination questions. 

Philosophy and 
Ethics 

 Students are set one piece of homework a week.  Students are also expected to read from the 
recommended reading lists every week and to complete the reading record log, this is checked by 
teachers on a fortnightly basis. 

Photography Begin Coursework unit 
and personal 
investigation 

Practical work, research of artists, analysis of work, presentation of sketchbook pages, completing 
coursework, seeing artwork first hand. 
 

Physical 
Education 

  One piece of homework will be set every week.  This may vary from research tasks, extended reading, 
presentations (group/individual), coursework submissions, practice examination questions and extended 
writing tasks. 

Physics Year 12 End of Year 
Assessment 

Students will be set one piece of specified homework per week, along with the expectation that 
students are reading over their class notes and reading around the subject consistently.  Where the 
classes are split between two teachers, it will be agreed between staff who is setting homework each 
week.  Homework will be based around knowledge recall and examination style questions.  Students will 
be given a booklet of tasks to complete for each topic, and this will be assessed through a mixture of self 
and peer assessment in lesson, as well as teacher assessment. 

Politics  To be set by each teacher at least once a week (CMN one week and JGN the other) 
 
These homeworks will include: 

- Academic reading of politics review articles 
- Books from the A level Politics recommended reading list 
- Research activities – Good Friday agreement and its impact on the British state, historical 

conventions of Parliament 
- Presentation activities - E.G. Devolution and its impact on the UK constitution 



Psychology Paper 1 & 2 mock papers Students are set one piece of homework a week with the greater expectation on reading and absorbing 
learning as part of our literacy approach.  Thereby, students can expect to be challenged on their reading 
notes from given abstracts and studies in detail.  
 

Sociology End of year examinations 
(full Paper 1 & Paper 2 
Section A) 

Students are set one piece of homework a week.  Students are also expected to research and read news 
articles relating to their current sociology topic every week and to complete the reading record log. 
 

 

 

 


